I Know It When I See It: Assessment Seminar 2010
TACIT ASSUMPTIONS ABOUT INNOVATION & CREATIVITY

WHEN
16 Sept 2010
3.30 - 5.30pm
Thursday Afternoon

WHERE
Design@Eng
Level 5 Building J17
Mechanical Engineering
UNSW Kensington Campus

WHO
Calling all academic staff interested in Assessing Innovation & Creativity
SHARE YOUR INSIGHTS

SPEAKER
Dr. Hedda Haugen Askland
ALTC Assessing Creativity Project Manager
The University of Newcastle

CROSS FACULTY DISCUSSION of issues and assumptions about Assessing Innovation and Creativity - followed by informal drinks and nibbles.

All staff welcome at Design@Eng event:
3.30 - 5.30 pm Thursday 16 September 2010
Hosted by The University of NSW Faculty of Engineering and College of Fine Art.

Dr Hedda Haugen Askland from The University of Newcastle is ALTC Project Manager for Assessing Creativity: Strategies and Tools to Support Teaching and Learning in Architecture and Design.

Dr Askland will briefly overview project impetus and priorities.

She will then initiate a learning, teaching and assessment conversation around the subjective evaluation of student work in disciplines that focus on stimulating innovation by encouraging creative learning outcomes.

For catering purposes please RSVP: Carol Russell
Faculty of Engineering Education Research Fellow
Email: carol.russell@unsw.edu.au
Phone: 9385 5886

This event is a forerunner to the UNSW LEARNING & TEACHING FORUM 10: Assessment [of-for=in] Learning
9.15 am - 2.00pm Friday 17 September 2010
UNSW John Niland Scientia
www.learningandteaching.unsw.edu.au/forum